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ABSTRACT 

Accelerated High-Performance Compressive 

Sensing using the Graphics Processing Unit 

by 

Nabor Reyna Jr. 

This thesis demonstrates the advantages of new practical implementations of com

pressive sensing (CS) algorithms tailored for the graphics processing unit (GPU) using 

a software platform called Jacket. There exist many applications which utilize CS 

including medical imaging, signal processing and data acquisition which have bene

fited from advancements in CS. However, as problems become larger not only do they 

become more difficult to solve but also more computationally expensive. In light of 

this, existing CS algorithms are augmented for practical use on the GPU, reaping 

performance gains from the highly parallel architecture of the GPU. I discuss the 

issues associated with this transition and analyze the effects of such a movement, as 

well as provide results exhibiting advantages of using GPU-based methods. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This thesis demonstrates a new practical implementation of compressive sensing (CS) 

algorithms tailored for the graphics processing unit (GPU) using a software package 

called Jacket. In recent years there has been a surge of attention placed on both 

compressive sensing and general-purpose computing on the graphical processing unit 

(GPGPU) ((4], (32]). This attention can be largely credited to the vast multitude of 

applications in which both play key roles. For example, CS has been able to speed 

up the process of reconstructing pediatric MRI images by a factor of seven [41] and 

the CPU's computational performance has been able to shorten the time it takes for 

a simulation to run [20]. Capitalizing on the many advancements of both CS solvers 

and GPU performance, this work aims at creating methods which will provide even 

faster results. 

1.1 Compressive Sensing 

The field of compressive sensing, which some credit Santosa and Symes [37] as being 

the pioneers, has changed how signals are acquired, stored, transmitted and processed. 

In the early 2000s work by Donoho [40] and Candes, Romberg and Tao [8] has brought 

much attention to the field. 
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Compressive sensing allows for a more efficient way to sample and reconstruct 

signals compared to traditional data acquisition and reconstruction techniques which 

may under use samples. Researchers have applied this new CS sampling modality in 

many settings, such as face recognition [43], medical imaging [41] and statistics [38] 

to name a few. 

Despite the extensive amount of applications, there does not exist much literature 

on the implementation of CS methods for the GPU. In this thesis I take advantage 

of the computational gain that the GPU provides to create methods which provide 

a time saving; comparisons to their central processing unit (CPU) counterparts are 

presented. 

1.2 Graphics Processing Unit 

Graphics processing units are highly parallel, multi-thread, many core processors, 

which have also shared similar popularity to compressive sensing due in large part 

to the large peak performances that the cards provide. Researchers have observed 

that computations done in parallel provide a route for completing computationally 

intensive numerical tasks faster. 

Initially developed for graphical rendering, GPUs have come a long way and are 

now known as computational workhorses because of the peak computational perfor

mance and high memory bandwidth [10]. Furthermore, GPUs are now used in an 

array of applications such as a molecular dynamics [39], computational finance [20], 

medical imaging [31] and many other applications. These applications take advan-
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tage of state-of-the-art graphics hardware and demonstrate the capability of boosting 

performance by several orders of magnitude. 

However, it should be noted that in general, efficient implementations of numerical 

algorithms on the GPU are difficult to develop due to the complexity of the archi

tectures and their technical specifications [5]. In order to overcome this hurdle, in 

this thesis the use of a software platform called Jacket created by Acceler Eyes aids 

in creating implementations [1]. 

This platform allows implementations of methods to be composed with traditional 

MATLAB language along with a few new classes used to access the computing and 

visual capability of the GPU. My research helps make CS techniques more appealing, 

as this work concentrates on reaping faster computational times in solving compressive 

sensing problems. 

1.3 Overview 

The remainder of the thesis develops the key principles that will be needed to un

derstand the work being presented. In Chapter 2 a more extensive background of 

compressive sensing is given along with some numerical methods. Chapter 3 presents 

NVIDIA's graphics processing unit and its uses for scientific computation. I then pro

vide a recipe which uses the theory of CS and GPUs along with Jacket to create my 

methods in Chapter 4. Numerical simulations and results are discussed in Chapter 5. 

In the last chapter I present my concluding remarks followed by possible directions 

in which this work may be taken. 
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Chapter 2 

Compressive Sensing 

As technology becomes more prevalent in our society, an ever increasing amount of 

data becomes available. The challenge that arises is how to best handle such large 

amounts of data. The Nyquist sampling theorem gives direction towards reconstruct

ing a signal dependably, i.e. without loss of information, by stating that a signal 

must be sampled at a rate of at least two times that of the highest frequency in the 

signal [4]. 

This work concentrates on the reconstruction of signals using a small number 

of data samples, especially for applications related to medical imaging systems. In 

medical imaging systems increasing the sampling rate can be very expensive if not 

impossible when using traditional signal acquisition. The way traditional sampling 

works is that sampling of the full signal takes place followed by computing a complete 

set of transform coefficients [6]. The signal is then encoded using only the largest 

coefficients, while discarding all the others. It is clear to see that this process of 

massive data acquisition followed by compression can be extremely wasteful. 

With the increase in sample rates several questions become important such as, why 

acquire so much data when most will be disregarded in the compression? [12] Or can 

important samples be taken directly? Romberg [36] investigates further by asking 

"Is there a way we can build the data compression directly into the acquisition?" 
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Fortunately, this is where the theory of compressive sensing comes in, with further 

details given in this chapter. 

2.1 What is compressive sensing? 

Compressive Sensing is a simple and efficient signal acquisition protocol that provides 

a way to take samples, independent of the signal type, at a lower rate than the 

Nyquist sampling rate. The small number of samples are then used to reconstruct 

compressible sparse signals with the use of computational power to solve a non

smooth convex optimization problem from what appears to be an incomplete set of 

measurements [7]. 

According to Donoho [12], the theory of compressive sensing (sometimes referred 

to as compressive sampling) reappeared in 2004, when significant results for the mini

mum number of samples needed to reconstruct a signal were discovered. Nevertheless 

this relatively new field contains an immense amount of literature. These may be due 

to the several advantages of compressive sensing; for example, the need for fewer sam

ples to reconstruct a signal allows CS to sample signals faster. As a consequence of 

using fewer samples, CS allows for acquisition systems to have lower energy consump

tion, by reducing memory and sensor requirements. Working with higher dimensional 

data also becomes more feasible considering that the number of samples to reconstruct 

the signals will not require the number of samples to grow very large. 

These simple advantages of CS make it appealing to a broad range of real world 

scenarios such as medical imaging [48], statistics [38], face recognition [43] and wireless 
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networks [29]. For this reason, I propose new methods that can create the reconstruc

tions using compressive sensing with the expectation to save time. This work will in 

turn have a positive impact in many fields. Further literature containing more the

oretical implications of CS exist and the curious reader should consult other papers 

(i.e. [6, 4]) for a deeper understanding of compressive sensing. 

2.2 Compressive sensing on the GPU 

Even with many resources existing for CS, covering an array of topics from theory 

to practice, there only exist a handful of papers which try to utilize the graphics 

hardware or parallel architectures to enhance the performance of CS methods. Lee 

and Wright [24] demonstrate an extension of work previously done with the sparse 

reconstruction by separable approximation algorithm (SpaRSA) through an imple

mentation on a GPU card. These authors were able to report results with an average 

speedup of about 34 times based on their comparisons between two different imple

mentations of SpaRSA for the CPU and the GPU. It is important to note that the 

SpaRS A algorithm used in Lee and Wright's study is not one of the fastest for the 

CPU [44]. 

Borghi et al. [5] has also reported speedup through implementations on graphics 

hardware. However, their results also show that multicore CPUs can offer comparable 

performances with GPUs when their parallel features are used efficiently. A good 

analysis is also provided in Borghi et al. on the implications found for implementing 

compressive sensing methods on different architectures. 
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It is well known that supercomputers provide faster solutions, thus the computa

tional performance of the GPU has influenced me to seek implementations with faster 

recovery times. Similar to Lee and Wright as well as Borghi et al., I present two new 

methods for the GPU, based on an extension of the work in [48] and [50]. 

2.3 Existing compressive sensing solvers 

In this thesis, I concentrate on two existing methods that are able to retrieve fast 

reconstructions. In particular, I use the reconstruction from partial Fourier data 

(RecPF) and reconstruction using Toeplitz and circulant matrices (RecPC) methods, 

both of which have proven to be some of the faster methods to date. 

2.3.1 Reconstruction from Partial Fourier Data (RecPF) 

RecPF, as defined in (48], reconstructs signals by minimizing the sum of three terms 

each of which corresponds to: total variation, £1-norm regularization and least squares 

data fitting, while using partial Fourier data to reconstruct signals. This model was 

investigated in [15, 18, 28, 27] and was reported to reconstruct high quality MR images 

from a small number of Fourier coefficients (28]. Specifically the method minimizes x 

that solves the following: 

where x is the signal/image that is to be reconstructed and TV(x) represents the 

total variation term. The second term renders the £1-norm regularization, where 'lT 

is a sparsifying basis; i.e., the signal becomes sparse when represented in this basis. 
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The last term is sometimes referred to as the fidelity term, which is a least squared 

data fitting term. A partial Fourier matrix, denoted Fp, is created by taking a 

selection matrix which hasp randomly select rows from an x n identity matrix then 

multiplying with the full Fourier discretization F, giving p randomly select rows of 

F. Also, JP is a vector of partial Fourier coefficients belonging to the desired signal in 

the reconstruction. RecPF can be easily applied to reconstructing magnetic resonance 

images (MRI), which are discussed in this thesis. 

An alternating minimization scheme is used for the minimization of RecPF, where 

the main computation involve shrinkage and fast Fourier transforms (FFTs). RecPF 

may also use discrete cosine transforms (DCTs) when available data is in the DCT 

domain. However, in this thesis signals in the DCT domain are not studied as the 

focus is on MRI signal reconstruction. 

This method allows for great performance in reconstructing signals but has a 

drawback for practical implementations because random Fourier matrices are often 

difficult and costly to implement in hardware realizations. Random Toeplitz and cir

culant matrices can be easily (or even naturally) realized in various applications. The 

following section introduces a fast algorithm for reconstructing signals from incom

plete Toeplitz and circulant measurements. 

2.3.2 Reconstruction using Toeplitz and circulant matrices {RecPC) 

The use of Toeplitz and circulant matrices provides a route for making hardware 

realizations feasible. A Toeplitz matrix is one where each descending diagonal from 

left to right has a constant value. For example, the following matrix is an n x n 
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Toeplitz matrix: 

tn tn-1 

tn+1 tn tn-1 

T= 

t2n-2 

t2n-1 t2n-2 tn+1 tn 

An example of a circulant matrix is given below. A circulant matrix is a special 

kind of Toeplitz matrix where each row has been rotated one element to the right 

relative to the preceding row: 

C= 

The quest for a feasible hardware realization is what has led to the creation of 

reconstruction using Toeplitz and circulant matrices (RecPC) method [50]. Thus the 

problem becomes finding the best x such that, 

min aTV(x) + .BII\llxlh + ~IIPCx- bll~· 
X 2 

Again, x is the signal/image to be reconstructed and TV(x) is the total variation 

term. The "IJI. term still represents the sparsifying basis to be used but now the 

selection operator P is presented. This selection operator is an identity matrix of 

the same order as the signal desired but has p rows. The major difference for this 
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formulation is C, which is a block-circulant matrix as opposed to the Fourier matrix 

that was used before. For two-dimensional signals C replaces C, which is similarly 

defined as above, with the exception that the entries are now matrices instead of 

scalar values. 

c1 

Cn 

C= 

c3 

c2 

c2 

c1 

c3 

c2 

c1 c2 

Cn C1 

My interest in RecPC lie on the proposed use of Toeplitz and circulant matrices 

for compressive MR imaging by Liang et al. [26]. Also, the results given by Yin et 

al. [50] suggest that if this measurement scheme becomes feasible for MRI systems, 

then potentially the number of measurements could be substantially smaller than the 

number that is required by Fourier schemes in a CS setting. 

2.4 Solving RecPF and RecPC 

In this section a brief but comprehensive approach is taken to show how to attain so

lutions for both the RecPF and RecPC methods, by using the augmented Lagrangian 

method (ALM) and alternating direction method (ADM). A variable-splitting tech

nique is applied to a problem in the form of min{f(Lx) + g(x)}, which equivalently 

obtains min{f(y) + g(x) : Lx- y = 0}. This technique allows for the problem's 

augmented Lagrangian f(y) +(.X, Lx- y) + IILx- Yll~ + g(x) to be used. 
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The formulation for the RecPC model, given by 

min aTV(x) + J'll\lrxll1 + l:IIPCx- bll~ 
X 2 

is used to describe this approach. Also, the main difficulty in solving this model is 

caused by the non-differentiability of its first and second terms. 

For this section the standard treatment of two-dimensional images (or higher 

dimensional data) will be to vectorize the signal into one-dimensional vectors [48]. At 

the end of this subsection the subtle differences between RecPC and RecPF will be 

mentioned, as well as a template for solving the RecPF model. 

For convenience of notation, I will let '1/JJ be the ith row of \lT, and write the 

2 
discretized total variation as TV(x) = E~=l IIDixll· Using this notation, the RecPC 

model becomes 

(2.1) 

for a two-dimensional image. Then by introducing y = [y1, ... ,Yn2J, where each 

Yi E JR2 , and z,u E 1Rn2
, problem (2.1) is transformed to 

min {a :L:.IIYill + 11 L:.izii + l:2 11Pu- bll~ ; 
y,z,u,x ' ' 

(2.2) 

The objective function of (2.2) now has three independent terms, which are only 

connected through the linear constraints. A quadratic penalty technique is used to 

relax the equality constraints and penalize their violations, which dates back to the 



work done by Courant [11]. I define the quadratic functions as 

'PI(s, t, p) = lsi- p(s- t) +~lis- tll2 

<p2(s, t, v) = llsll- v T(s- t) +~lis- t11 2, 

12 

(2.3) 

where s, t, p E: R., s, t, v E 1R2 and f3I, /32 > 0 are parameters (not to be confused with 

/3). Then, the augmented Lagrangian function of (2.2) can be written as 

CA (y, z, u, x, >.) = aLi <p2 (yi, Dix, (>.2)i) + /3 Li 'PI (zi, '1/JJ x, (>.I)i) (2.4) 

+~3 11u- Cx- ~: 11 2 + ~IIPu- bll 2, 

where /33 > 0 is a penalty parameter and >. = (>.I, >.2 , >.3 ) contains the Lagrangian 

multipliers. For each i, (>.I)i E lR and (>.2)i E JR2, and >.3 E R.n2 • Given (yk, zk, uk, xk) 

and >.k, the classical augmented Lagrangian method [19, 35](ALM) for (2.2) iterates 

as 

(yk+I zk+l uk+I xk+1) +- arg min C (y z u x >.k) 
' ' ' A ' ' ' ' ' 

(>. )~+ 1 +- (>. )~ -"' f3 (z~+1 - •1·! xk+l) Vi 1 ~ 1 ~ t1 1 ~ 'h ' ' 
(2.5) 

(>. )~+1 +- (>. )~-"' f3 (y~+1- D·xk+1) Vi 2 ~ 2 ~ t2 2 ~ ~ ' ' 

In the ALM framework, each iteration requires an accurate minimization of CA jointly 

with respect to y, z, u and x, which can be expensive. It is easy to see that CA is 

separable with respect to y, z and u for fixed >. and x. Therefore, the per-iteration 

cost of the ALM is relatively expensive since it can not utilize such structures. To take 

full advantage of this structure, the alternating direction method of multipliers [17, 14] 

(or ADM) is applied, and it has recently been successfully applied to various signal 

and image reconstruction applications [46]. 
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2.4.1 Alternating direction method of multipliers 

Each iteration of ADM decreases CA (y, z, u, x, ).k) via one round of alternating min

imization with respect to (y, z, u) and x each; i.e., 

{ 
(yk+l, zk+l, uk+l) +-- arg min CA (y, z, u, xk, ).k) , 

xk+l +-- arg min CA (yk+l' zk+l' uk+l' x, ).k) ' 
(2.6) 

then followed by multiplier updates the same as in (2.5). For fixed ). = ).k and 

x = xk, since CA (y,z,u,xk,).k) is separable with respect toy, z, and u each, the 

joint minimization of (y, z, u) can be carried out in parallel. In particular, zk+1 can 

be determined by 

where s1 (., 11 !31) is define to be the one-dimensional shrinkage operator given by 

(max{l~l-1/f3bO}·sgn(~)), where sgn(·) is the signum function, yk+l is determined 

by 

where 8 2 (·, 11,62 ) is known as the two-dimensional shrinkage operator (which can be 

easily extended to high-dimensional cases with weights) defined as (max {II s II - 1 I !32, 0} · 

slllsiJ), where 0 · (OIO) = 0 is assumed, and the minimization with respect to u is 

attained by 

(2.9) 
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here I represents the identity matrix. Since Pis a selection matrix, pT P is diagonal 

and thus the solution to (2.9) can be easily obtained. The computations of y, z and 

u are linear in the dimension of x. 

In the second step of ADM scheme (2.6), the minimization with respect to xis a 

least squares problem with the normal equations 

(2.10) 

where M = n.f32DT D + /3/31 W T W + f33CT C with D E IR2n 2 xn2 being the global finite 

difference operator, and yk+l is a reordering of yf+l, i = 1, 2, ... , n2 . Under the peri

odic boundary conditions, D T D is block-circulant. Since Cis a block-circulant matrix 

and further noting that W is orthonormal, the coefficient matrix M of (2.10) is diago

nalizable by the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform. Therefore, the solution 

of (2.10) involves two fast Fourier transforms (FFTs). Finally, the Lagrangian multi

pliers as described in (2.5) are updated. The entire algorithm for (2.1) is summarized 

below, which can be shown to converge for equally valued 'Yi E (0, ( J5 + 1)/2) [13]. 

As opposed to RecPC, RecPF does not need the introduction of variable u and 

thus saves one split. Therefore, instead of (2.4), the augmented Lagrangian derived 

for RecPF is 

LA (y, z, u, x, >.) =aLi i.fJ2 (yi, Dix, (>.2)i) + f3 Li I.(J1 (zi, '1/JJ' x, (>.l)i) 

+~liP Fx- bll;, 

(2.11) 

Similar to RecPC the x-subproblem is readily diagonalizable and solved by calling 

FFTs. Also RecPF's fidelity term ~IIPFx- bll~ possess a nicer structure. Expanding 
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ADM: Input problem data P, C, W, band model parameters a, {3 ;:::: 0 and J1 > 0. 

Given {31,{32,(33,''/l,"'f2,"'f3 > 0, initialize x = x0, A= A0 and set k = 0. 

While "not converged", Do 

1) Obtain zk+l, yk+1 , and uk+l according to (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9), respectively; 

2) Compute xk+l by solving (2.10) using FFTs. 

3) Update A according to Lines 2-4 of (2.5) 

from both ReePF and RecPC, I create two methods gRecPF and gRecPC which are 

implementations on the GPU, respectively. The theory for these new methods is 

exactly that of their predecessors and is not the focus of this thesis. Instead, this 

work compares the CPU and GPU implementations for the reconstruction of signals 

using RecPF and RecPC. 
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Chapter 3 

Graphics Processing Unit 

Initially developed for the fast rendering of graphics, GPUs could only be used through 

special graphics libraries [5]. Yet, today GPUs are widely used because they have 

a very large memory bandwidth and huge computational performance [10]. In this 

thesis, I extend two existing methods, RecPF and RecPC, by using graphics hardware 

in order to achieve faster implementations. Also a closer look at a few key features 

of the GPU are provided in this chapter. 

Graphics processing units have definitely moved away from only rendering graph

ics. Currently GPUs are capable of delivering cost-effective and energy-efficient per

formance in an array of applications such as a molecular dynamics [39], computational 

finance [20], and medical imaging [31] to name a few. However, the creation of effi

cient implementations for numerical algorithms on the GPU remains a daunting task 

due to the complexity of the architecture and technical specifications [5]. In order to 

get over this hurdle, I propose the use of a software platform called Jacket, created 

by AccelerEyes, which will be addressed in this chapter. Jacket is able to accelerate 

MATLAB code through the creation of optimized kernels (functions for the GPU) 

written in CUDA. 
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3.1 What is CUDA? 

CUDA (or Compute Unified Device Architecture), released in 2007, is in fact two 

separate things. The first is a parallel computing architecture which moves away 

from the special graphics libraries used for interaction with the GPU. The second is 

a set of instructions used for the implementation of algorithms which is an extension 

of the C language. Thus the reader should note that the relevant CUDA definition 

will be based on context. 

The popularity of CUDA can be somewhat credited to several strategic decisions 

from NVIDIA that have aided the popularity of the GPU [21]. According to Jen

Hsun Huang, Co-founder, President and Chief Executive Officer ofNVIDIA, the GPU 

does not aim at replacing the central processing unit (CPU) but instead to work as a 

co-processor, assuming a more prominent role in personal computer system architec

ture [16]. NVIDIA has also been pushing to make every GPU CUDA-capable. The 

latter has allowed for NVIDIA to ride on the waves of the GeForce, which has conse

quently provided billions of dollars for research and development. Another outcome 

has been, that this decision has extended the reach of NVIDIA to hundreds of millions 

of personal computer users a year. These strategic decisions have helped propel and 

enhance general-purpose computing on the graphical processing unit (GPGPU). 

3.2 CUDA as a language 

CUDA serves as an interface between the CPU and the memory associated with it, 

which is referred to as the 'host', and the GPU, with its memory will be defined 
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to as the 'device'. The reader can recall these definitions easily by remembering 

that the GPU is hosted by the CPU. In order to start computation on the GPU the 

programmer first needs to allocate and set memory appropriately, because the CPU 

and GPU have separate memory pools. This is done through the use of two functions 

namely cudaMalloc and cudaMemcpy [10]. The first takes care of the allocation 

process while the second function transports the information from the host to the 

device. 

Once information has been moved to the GPU the developer is able to use fa

miliar tools to create functions called kernels that use parallel computation elements, 

known as threads. A simple overview of the process needed for GPGPU is given in 

Figure 3.1. The procedure begins with the allocation of data both on the host and 

device, followed by copying of information from the host to the device. Then the GPU 

is instructed to perform computation and finally the result is copied back to the host 

from the device. If the user has poor management of memory, then the results could 

be artificially bottlenecked through serialized data access [5]. Also memory transfers 

have the potential of becoming a bottleneck for GPU computation, so programmers 

must keep in mind how to best access and copy information [42]. There exist more 

technical attributes about CUDA which cannot be covered in full detail, but more 

information can be found in [10]. 
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CPU 

GPU 

Figure 3.1 : CUDA processing flow. 1. The allocation of memory both on the host 
and the device. 2. A copy data from main memory to GPU memory. 3. CPU 
instructs the GPU to begin processing. 4. The result is copied from GPU to the 
main memory. Adapted from [10). 

3.3 CUDA on the GPU 

A great advantage of CUDA is the highly parallel nature of the architecture which 

has allowed the newer generation cards to redefine high performance computing [10). 

This accounts for the capability of executing billions of calculations per second and 

is thus responsible for the surge of attention on GPU computing. 

Even with the possibility of tremendous computational gain, there do exist some 

drawbacks to using the GPUs. For example, the widely advertised speed ups and 

peak performance rates are usually not easily achieved. However, CUDA does allow 

the programmer a lot of flexibility when implementing code, yet there exist some 

limiting factors. The first limiting factor deals with the performance rates where in 

order to reach the largest Gigaflop counts, close to peak performance, computations 

should be carried out in single precision. The gap between the single and double 

precision computations may differ greatly depending on the GPU card being used. 
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For example, single precision rates are about 12 times faster than those for double 

precision on the Tesla c1060 in theory. Yet, the Tesla c1060 is an older generation 

card. Newer generation cards such as the Tesla c2050 have a computational capability 

of over 1000 Gigaflops for single precision and over 500 Gigaflops for double precision, 

which has reduced the performance gap based on accuracy [33]. Also, implementations 

containing branching play a part in reducing the computational gain. 

Nevertheless when used correctly, the GPU is able to provide great performance 

and all in a fraction of the time compared to its CPU counterparts. For the com

pressive sensing methods and applications, in this thesis the issue on using single or 

double precision becomes irrelevant as single precision is sufficient. Independent of 

NVIDIA there exist several third party wrappers for languages such as Python [23], 

Perl [34], Java [45], and MATLAB [1], to name a few, which allow users to interact 

with the GPU in languages they are more comfortable with. 

3.4 Jacket 

In general, programming on GPUs for scientific applications remains a difficult task 

due to the requirement that the user assimilate to new programming paradigms and 

sometimes even application programming interfaces (API). Jacket is a software plat

form that allows for the rapid development of GPGPU applications within the MAT

LAB computing environment as it transparently compiles and executes CUDA code 

on the GPU [2]. Thus Jacket provides an interface that is used in conjuction with 

MATLAB to interact with CUDA code which is then executed on the GPU. 
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This arrangement allows for users to interact only with the M-language creating 

single threaded M-codes and transforming them to GPU-enabled applications which 

utilize the low-level GPGPU graphics and computing capabilities [1]. The great 

advantage of Jacket is that minimal knowledge and time requirement are needed for 

implementations making it very attractive to MATLAB programmers that wish to 

use the GPU in computation. 

3.5 Jacket by example 

The processing flow that was described in Figure 3.1 does not change when using 

Jacket. Here I present how to handle the allocation and transfer of data followed by 

computation. For example, in MATLAB in order to create a single precision matrix 

A, the function single(·) is applied to the matrix, that is single(A). This creates 

the matrix A on the the host with single precision. In order to create the same type 

of matrix on the GPU a similar function gsingle( ·) is used. This function allocates 

space for the matrix on the device and then transfers the single precision matrix to 

the GPU. The function gdouble(·) takes care of the double precision case. 

Moreover, because Jacket inherently allows the same implementation in the MAT

LAB environment to hold for both the host and device data types, overloading of 

functions and operators is required. What is meant by function overloading is simply, 

the ability to use methods with the same name but which differ from each other in 

the number and type of terms they use for input and output. The addition ('+') 

function is a typical example, as seen in Figure 3.2. 



MATLAB 

A= rand(4); 
A= single(A); 
C = A + B; 

B = rand(4); 
B = single(B); 
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with Jacket 

Y = rand(4); X= rand(4); 
X= gsingle(X); 
Z = X + Y; 

Y = gsingle(Y); 

Figure 3.2 : Function overloading for Jacket. Random single precision matrices in 
lR4 x 4 are created. A, B are on the host and X, Y are on the device. The gsingle() 
function handles the allocation and transfer of data to the device. The '+' operator 
is overloaded to handle both types with seamless interaction for the programmer. 

In this example (figure 3.2), for the MATLAB implementation the random rna-

trices A, B E lR4 x4 are first created with random entries (on the host) and set to 

have single precision. Then the addition of two matrices by use of'+' performs as 

expected and the value is stored into the matrix C, which inherits the type of A and 

B as a result. 

In a similar fashion the matrices X, Y E lR4 x4 are created and filled. At this 

point the matrices reside on the host machine. It is not until the call of the gsingle 

function that the resulting matrices X andY get transferred to the device, with single 

precision. The addition of these two matrices results in the implicit creation of the 

matrix Z, which inherits the types of the input, namely a single precision matrix on 

the device. 

Following the CUDA processing flow I developed gRecPF and gRecPC for the 

GPU using Jacket. The first step is to allocate memory on the device, which is 

trivial in Jacket as was seen in the last section. Although in order to have access to 

the classes provided by Jacket the user must ensure that a path to the software is 

provided. An example used in my implementations can be seen in Figure 3.3. 



path_to_jacket='/usr/local/jacket'; 
addpath([path_to_jacket '/engine']); 
addpath([path_to_jacket '/gfx']); 
addpath([path_to_jacket '/gfx/mgl']); 
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Figure 3.3 : This is the path to Jacket libraries that needs to be place at the top of 
your M-language program to access Jacket functions. 

This path gives the user access to the MATLAB functions that have been over-

loaded, as well as the functions created by Jacket for interaction with the GPU. The 

second step in the process calls for a copy of data from the host to the device, but 

Jacket takes care of updating information to the device as necessary. The third step, 

which involves the GPU being instructed to begin processing, is also taken care of 

by Jacket. Although, Jacket removes the burden of transfer and execution from the 

user, it cannot handle the copying of results from the device to the host. The user 

has to complete the transfer of information by casting variables to some host data 

type. 

A rand(4, gsingle); 
B single(A); 

Figure 3.4 : The random single precision matrix A is created with the overloaded 
rand function onto the device. The values of the matrix are transferred and stored in 
B (on the host) by casting to a host data type. 
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3.6 Drawbacks to using Jacket 

The key reason for using Jacket is to try and capture greater computational perfor

mance while not having to become an expert CUDA programmer. However, there 

are many factors which contribute to the speedups achieved with Jacket. The most 

obvious factor affecting the speedup is based on which one of NVIDIA graphics card is 

being used. The more advanced the card, the greater the speedup one can achieve [2]. 

Also the size of the problem and amount of data play a role as GPUs can outperform 

CPUs to a larger degree when data sizes increase. This goes back to the issue of 

data starvation, since GPUs exploit data parallelism large amounts of data is needed 

to make them faster than CPUs. Also the specific applications and implementations 

being looked at could influence speedup. Further information on how Jacket was was 

used to produce reconstruction is less time is provided in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Methods 

The intent of this thesis is to create faster reconstructions of signals in an efficient 

manner, that is with less information and faster recovery time. To this effect this 

thesis will show that compressive sensing permits the reconstruction of sparse com

pressible signals using less information. Also in order to speedup the reconstruction 

the use of the GPU is proposed. In particular, in order to create simple and practical 

implementations of existing CS methods on the GPU, Jacket will be used. 

In this chapter more details about Jacket and issue related to the implementations 

are discussed. Jacket provides a collection of overloaded GPU functions (a full list 

can be found in [3]), however Jacket does not provide a complete set. This should 

not be seen as a problem, since Jacket is a wrapper and allows for a straightforward 

creation of new functions. 

4.1 Implementation using Jacket 

Building from the existing source code implementations of the RecPF [4 7] and the 

RecPC [49] methods, I was able to create Jacket implementations that provided 

faster reconstructions. The very first thing the reader will observe when comparing 

both the CPU and the GPU implementations for the methods is the length of the 
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code. The reason for this is not that Jacket allows for code to be carried out in a 

more concise fashion, but really it is as a consequence of careful consideration during 

implementation. 

4.2 Minimizing branching 

Recall that branching plays a role in the potential speedup of a method on the GPU. 

Since it could potentially prevent Jacket from creating optimal kernels, many of the 

unnecessary if statements in both methods have been removed. In creating the GPU 

implementations I made sure to reduce the number of branching (conditional) state

ments used, leaving only the essential branching statements in the algorithms. For 

example, neither implementation, i.e. gRecPF nor gRecPC, have the normalization 

portions of the code which are found in their CPU counterpart, because this would 

render three separate branches that the GPU kernels would have to test, even when 

the first if statement is false (see Figure 4.1). 

4.3 Using fewer FFTs 

The fast Fourier transform (FFT), an important and widely used numerical method 

in many science and engineering fields, plays a crucial role in my reconstructions [9]. 

Since the application at hand is the reconstruction of MR images, which contain 

samples that are in the spectral domain my code tries to avoid the over use of fast 

Fourier transforms (FFTs). Overuse of the FFT function, no matter how fast, with 

considerable iterations will delay the reconstruction. 



%% normalize parameters and data 
if opts.normalize 

end 

if (-isreal(URange)l 1-isscalar(URange)l IURange<eps) 
error('URange must be postive and real.'); 

end 

f ctr = 1/URange; 
B = fctr*B; 

if exist('uOrg','var'); 
uOrg = fctr*uOrg; 
snr(U,uOrg); 

end 

aTV = nnz(picks)/sqrt(m*n)*aTV; 
aL1 nnz(picks)/sqrt(m*n)*aL1; 
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Figure 4.1 : The implementation of this code would lead to three separate branches. 
In order to avoid any delays from excess branching, my implementations in Jacket 
allows a minimal number of conditional statements to be used. 

A serious bottleneck occurs while performing the transforms on the G PU as the 

signal is required to be moved to and from the graphics card [30]. In an effort to 

keep the number of memory transfers down, the variable u in the code is kept in 

the spectral domain, that is I work with F( u) throughout all of the iterations. This 

allows for a reduction in the number transforms needed. Whenever the tolerance is 

met, the signal is converted back to the spatial domain. This simple step allows for 

a saving in computation for both the y and z subproblems. 
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4.4 Finite difference using FFTs 

Because not all of the MATLAB functions used in the original CPU implementa-

tions existed for GPU data types in Jacket, I found that I needed to improvise when 

computing finite differences. I discovered that I could no longer use the psf2otf 

(point-spread function to optical transfer function). Instead I used an FFT to up-

date the gradient information. The implementation of this approach can be seen in 

Figure 4.2, where this is for the finite difference along the x direction. 

Ux = gzeros(m,n); 

otf_DxtU = gsingle(psf2otf([O, -1, 1] ,[m,n])); 

DxtU = otf_DxtU.*fft2(Wx-bx); 

Figure 4.2 : The gradient information is updated using and FFT, making this more 
cost efficient than the CPU counterpart. 

The GPU implementations created have been optimized in regards to issues that 

would prolong reconstruction times such as memory transfers, branching and opera-

tion selection. The complete implementations of gRecPF and gRecPC can be seen in 

appendices A and B, respectively. The next chapter presents numerical results. 
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Chapter 5 

Numerical Simulations and Results 

The results from the Jacket implementation of gRecPF and gRecPC are presented in 

this chapter along with a discussion of the numerical experiments. The main points of 

comparison are between the run times for the MATLAB implementations running on 

the CPU of the host machine (which are RecPF and RecPC), and the run times for 

the GPU implementations created with Jacket (gRecPF and gRecPC respectively). 

The CPU and GPU implementations use the same MATLAB code for the problem 

set up and the presentation of results. The key difference in all of the methods is the 

solvers. The GPU implementations have function names beginning with a 'g'. The 

optimized CPU solvers from [4 7] and [49] were used in the CPU implementations. 

5.1 Numerical Simulations 

The computer used in executing all of the methods is a Lenovo D20 Workstation 

which is equipped with 2 Intel Xeon Processor E5506. These chips are quad core 

processors with a clock speed of 2.13 GHz each with 4MB Cache. This workstation 

is also equipped with 10 GB of DDR3 RAM at 1066 MHz and an NVIDIA Tesla 

c1060 GPU. This Tesla c1060 contains 240 processor cores, with a clock speed of 

1296 MHz each all tied together with a 512-bit bus. The methods were implemented 
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using Jacket vl.2.2 (build 3170) on MATLAB 7.9.0.529 (R2009b) with CUDA v2.3 

used for compiling. 

Both the GPU and CPU, computations have been carried out in single precision. 

The Tesla c1060 cards do support double-precision arithmetic, but has a substantially 

lower peak performance. Also, unlike the work by Lee and Wright, neither RecPF 

nor RecPC has trouble converging to the solution due to lack of accuracy [24]. 

An issue regarding the initialization of GPU computations was encountered while 

running numerical experiments. The very first call to the GPU functions takes sig

nificantly longer than subsequent calls, in some instances nearly 1 second longer. To 

avoid this issue a "warm up" run was executed to get communication started. The 

"warm up" process is all right since real situations will make multiple calls to the 

solver. An example, could be solving different time slices in a signal sequence, or 

possibly to be used as one of a number of tasks. 

5.2 Results 

The quality in the solutions both for the GPU and CPU implementations is similar. 

Plots showing the total run time for the solvers after a few warm-up computations 

are presented. 

5.2.1 RecPF versus gRecPF 

For the reconstruction of signals using these methods I generated my test set using 

the Shepp-Logan phantom image, with sampling ratio of about 20 percent. For this 
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test, the generated data was retrieved by JP = PFx, but first rescaling the intensity 

values of the tested image to [0, 1] followed by applying a partial FFT and no noise 

was added. In order to apply a partial FFT, a number of radial lines (RLs) spread 

out from the center were used to sample the Fourier domain; for example, Figure 5.1 

shows 22 radial lines in a Fourier domain. 

Figure 5.1 : This figure shows 22 radial lines used to sample in a Fourier domain. 

In Figure 5.2 the times taken to reconstruct the phantom image are depicted where 

the host machine is using all 8 cores. From the figure it can be seen that the GPU 

implementation is about 3 times as fast as that of the CPU. 

For Figure 5.3 a similar test was done except that the host machine was restricted 

to only using 1 of the 8 cores available. However, even with only one core being used 

the speedup for the GPU code is just slightly over three times. 

Taking into consideration the overhead time for the GPU to start, the following 

test demonstrates 25 trials, where each trail takes 50 separate reconstruction times 
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Figure 5.2 : This plot shows the time for reconstruction on the phantom (256) using 
all 8 cores of the workstation. 
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Figure 5.3 : This plot shows the time for reconstruction on the phantom(256) using 
only 1 core of the workstation. 
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and takes their arithmetic mean using a single core. 
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Figure 5.4 : This plot shows the average time for reconstruction on the phantom(256) 
using a single core. Average times here are calculated by t aking the arithmetic average 
of 50 runs for each trial. 

Because a "warm" up phase is required for single run reconstructions, here (Fig-

ure 5.5) I look at average runs but with a clean work space for every reconstruction . 

I still observe a speedup of about 3 times, however the times for the CPU recon-

structions decreases compared to the other test. The trials here are the same as the 

previous plot. 

5.2.2 RecPC versus gRecPC 

For the reconstruction of signals using RecPC and gRecPC I generated the test set 

by using the Shepp-Logan phantom image, with sampling ratio of 15 percent. For 

this test , the generated data was retrieved by taking random complex subsamples of 
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Figure 5.5 : Average time for reconstruction of the phantom(256) using only 1 core 
when the workspace was cleared after each 'run'. Trials are defined similarly to 
previous figure. . 

a Fourier domain. For these test the size of the phantom image is increased by powers 

of 2. Also all figures are created using only a single core on the host machine as it 

was observed that no significant speedup was achieved from having all eight working. 

In the first test a phantom image of size 256 x 256 was reconstructed 50 separate 

times, then the mean of the times was calculated was recorded as a trial. In Figure 5.6 

there is a gain of above 2 times for the GPU implementation for all of the trails. Also 

it should be noted that the times for reconstruction for these methods are slower 

than those of RecPF and gRecPF, but the reason we are looking at this methods is 

that they provide an algorithm that has feasible hardware realization. If implemented 

onto hardware this reconstruction paradigm would not need to be run on a separate 

workstation, but could be implemented on the MRI scanner itself. 
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RecPC/gRecPC vs. Avg . Time (256) 
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Figure 5.6 : T his plot shows the average time for reconstruction on the phantom(256) 
where a speed up of about 2.5 times is seen over the CPU implementation. 

Figure 5. 7 a speed up of about 5 times is seen across all of the trials. This shows 

the potential that the GPU has over the CPU as more information becomes available 

there is more payoff for using graphics hardware as more computations can be done. 

In Figure 5.8 the size of the phantom image is increased from a 16x 16 to an 

image of 2048x2048. The image is doubled every time and the best of two times for 

reconstructing is recorded. From the figure it is clear that the over head for using the 

GPU is greater than the advantage for images below 128x 128. After this point the 

speedup for reconstruction almost grows linearly with the size of the image. 
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RecPC/gRecPC vs. Avg. Time (512) 
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Figure 5.7: This plot shows the average time for reconstruction on the phantom(512) 
where about a 5 times speed up is observed. 
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Figure 5.8 : This figure demonstrates the time for reconstruction on phantom images 
ranging in size from 16-2048. It can also be gathered from this image that the size of 
the signal would have to be larger than 256 in order for the gRecPC to beat RecPC. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

'fraditional reconstruction of signals has provided much guidance throughout the 

years, but as the amount of information keeps growing it is clear that this sensing 

protocol maybe inefficient due to under utilization of data. Also, the sample rate of 

the Nyquist sampling theorem becomes too expensive if not impossible for some signal 

acquisitions systems [4]. In order to address this, compressive sensing techniques and 

algorithms have been utilized in this thesis to reduce the number of samples required 

to reconstruct signals. 

However, changing the signal acquisition protocol is not enough. The advantage of 

compressive sensing is that it is not wasteful when it comes to sampling, but there is a 

price to be paid and that comes when reconstructing the signal. Because of the small 

number of measurements, the problem at hand becomes an under determined linear 

system requiring some computational performance to solve. As the optimization 

problem becomes more complicated, the computational demand is increased. This is 

where the use of the GPU is best suited. The creation of methods for the GPU provide 

the computational performance required to efficiently solve large inverse problems. In 

this thesis, it has been demonstrated that practical CS implementations tailored for 

the GPU provide a route for using less information while giving reconstructions faster. 

An area of study, to which this work would be of particular interest is medical 
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imaging systems. The ability to solve signal reconstructions faster would promote 

a faster sampling time for example in an MRI session. This would have positive 

benefits considering patients would not have to be restrained for long periods of time. 

Another benefit would be that more patients could be seen in the same amount of 

time. Thus clinics could potentially reduce the cost of an MRI session as their return 

on investment would be higher. 

This work is one of the few works that provides ideas from two very popular 

fields CS and GPGPU. It provides fast and cost efficient methods for solving signal 

reconstruction problems and shows some room for improvement. 

6.1 Future Work 

A possible direction for this work to continue would involve implementations that use 

the CUDA programming language. It is expected that the C language extension can 

provide greater flexibility in terms of the operations chosen in the implementation. 

Also a more in depth look at the terms used in the optimization problems of RecPF 

and RecPC could help reduce the number of computations required. For example, the 

substitution of a median formula term as a replacement for the total variation [25]. 



Appendix A 

Jacket implementation of gRecPF 

function [U,Out]=gRecPF(m,n,aTV,aLl,picks,B,opts,URange,uOrg) 

options --- setting from opts --
= opts.maxltr; 

%% set 
maxltr 
gamma 
beta 
relchg_tol 

= opts.gamma; 
= opts.beta; 
= opts.relchg_tol; 

bPrint = false; % turning on slows code down 

% -----------------------------------------------------------
%% initialize variables 

U = gzeros(m,n); 

snr(U,uOrg); % initial signal to noise ratio 

% -----------------------------------------------------------
%% initialize constant parts of numerator and denominator 
% (in order to save on computation time) 

Numerl = zeros(m,n); 
Numerl(picks) = sqrt(m*n)*B; 
Numerl = gsingle(Numerl); 

Denoml = zeros(m,n); Denoml(picks) = 1; 
Denoml = gsingle(Denoml); 

prd = sqrt(aTV*beta); 

tmp = zeros(m,n); 
tmp(1,1) = prd; 
tmp(l,end) = -prd; 
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first= fft2(tmp); 

tmp(1,end) = 0; 
tmp(end,1) = -prd; 

second= fft2(tmp); 

Denom2 = gsingle( abs(first).~2 + abs(second).~2 ); 

Denom = Denom1 + Denom2; 

% -----------------------------------------------------------
%% initialize constants 

Ux = gzeros(m,n); 
bx = gzeros(m,n); 

Uy = gzeros(m,n); 
by= gzeros(m,n); 

otf_DxtU = gsingle(psf2otf([O, -1, 1],[m,n])); 
otf_DytU = gsingle(psf2otf([O; -1; 1],[m,n])); 

otf_x = gsingle(psf2otf([1, -1],[m,n])); 
otf_y = gsingle(psf2otf([1; -1],[m,n])); 

tau = gsingle(1/beta); 
aTV = gsingle(aTV); 
relchg_tol = gsingle(relchg_tol); 

% -----------------------------------------------------------
%% Main loop 

for ii = gsingle(1:maxitr) 

% ================================ 
% Begin Alternating Minimization 
% ----------------
% W-subproblem 
% ----------------
% isotropic TV 

UUx = Ux + bx; UUy = Uy + by; 

V = sqrt(UUx.*conj(UUx) + UUy.*conj(UUy)); 
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V = max(V- tau, 0) ./ max(V,eps); 

Wx = V.*UUx; Wy = V.*UUy; 

% ----------------
% U-subproblem 
% ----------------

Uprev = U; 

DxtU = otf_DxtU.*fft2(Wx-bx); 
DytU = otf_DytU.*fft2(Wy-by); 
rhs = (aTV*beta)*(DxtU + DytU); 

U = (Numer1 + rhs)./Denom; 

% --------------------------------------------------------
% Update quantities of U 

Ux = ifft2(otf_x.*U); 
Uy = ifft2(otf_y.*U); 

% 
% End Alternating Minimization 
Yo ================================ 

% -----------------------------------------------------------
% check stopping criterion 
% 

relchg = norm(U- Uprev,'fro')/norm(U,'fro'); 

if bPrint; 

end 

fprintf('itr=%3d relchg=%4.1e', single(ii), single(relchg)); 

if exist('uOrg','var'); 
fprintf(' snr=%4.1f',snr(real(ifft2(U)))); 

end 

fprintf('\n'); 



end 

if (relchg < relchg_tol); break; end 

% -----------------------------------------------------------
% ADM update 
% 

bx bx + gamma*(Ux- Wx); 
by by+ gamma*(Uy- Wy); 

end % outer 

u = ifft2 ( u ) ; 

Out.iter = ii; 

% -------------------- cast to real? 
if opts.real_sol; U = real(U); end 
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Appendix B 

Jacket implementation of gRecPC 

function [U,Out]=gRecPC(m,n,aTV,aLl,picks,Mask,B,opts,URange,uOrg) 

%% set options --- setting from opts ---

maxitr opts.max!tr; 
gamma = opts.gamma; 
beta! = opts. betal ; 
beta2 = opts.beta2; 
beta3 = opts.beta3; 
bSymm = opts.bsymm; 
relchg_tol opts.relchg_tol; 

bPrint = false; % turning on slows code down 

% -----------------------------------------------------------
%% initialize variables 

U = gzeros(m,n)); 
g = gzeros(m,n)); 
CircU = gzeros(m,n)); 

snr(U,uOrg); % initial signal to noise ratio 

% -----------------------------------------------------------
%% initialize constant parts of numerator and denominator 
% (in order to save on computation .time) 

Numerl = zeros(m,n); 
Numerl(picks) = B/beta3; 
Numerl = gsingle(Numerl); 

D = gsingle(psf2otf(Mask)); 
Ds = conj(D); 
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Denom1 = beta3*real(D.*Ds); 
Denom1 = gsingle(Denom1); 

prd = sqrt(aTV*beta1); 

tmp = zeros(m,n); 
tmp(1,1) = prd; 
tmp(1,end) = -prd; 

first= fft2(tmp); 

tmp(1,end) = 0; 
tmp(end,1) = -prd; 

second= fft2(tmp); 

Denom2 = gsingle(abs(first).~2 + abs(second).~2); 

Denom = Denom1 + Denom2; 

% -----------------------------------------------------------
%% initialize constants 

Ux = gsingle(zeros(m,n)); 
bx = gsingle(zeros(m,n)); 

Uy = gsingle(zeros(m,n)); 
by= gsingle(zeros(m,n)); 

otf_DxtU = gsingle(psf2otf([O, -1, 1],[m,n])); 
otf_DytU = gsingle(psf2otf([O; -1; 1],[m,n])); 

otf_x = gsingle(psf2otf([1, -1],[m,n])); 
otf_y = gsingle(psf2otf([1; -1],[m,n])); 

tau = gsingle(1/beta1); 
aTV = gsingle(aTV); 
relchg_tol = gsingle(relchg_tol); 

% -----------------------------------------------------------
%% Main loop 

for ii = gsingle(1:max!tr) 

% ================================ 
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% Begin Alternating Minimization 
% ----------------
% W-subproblem 
% ----------------
% isotropic TV 

UUx = Ux + bx; UUy = Uy + by; 

V = sqrt(UUx.*conj(UUx) + UUy.*conj(UUy)); 
V = max(V- tau, 0) ./ max(V,eps); 

Wx = V.*UUx; Wy = V.*UUy; 

% ----------------
% V-subproblem 
% ----------------

V = Numer1 + CircU - g; 
V(find(picks)) = V(find(picks)) I (1+1/beta3); 

% ----------------
% U-subproblem 
% ----------------

Uprev = U; 

rhs1 = Ds.*fft2(beta3*(V+g)); 

DxtU = otf_DxtU.*fft2(Wx-bx); 
DytU = otf_DytU.*fft2(Wy-by); 
rhs = (aTV*betal)*(DxtU + DytU); 

U = ( rhs1 + rhs )./Denom; % intermediate U 

CircU = ifft2(D.*U); 

% --------------------------------------------------------
% Update quantities of U 

Ux = ifft2(otf_x.*U); 
Uy = ifft2(otf_y.*U); 
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% 
% End Alternating Minimization 
% ================================ 

% --------------------------------------------------------
% check stopping criterion 
% 

relchg = norm(U-Uprev,'fro')/norm(U,'fro'); 

if bPrint; 
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fprintf('itr=%3d relchg=%4.1e', single(ii), single(relchg)); 
fprintf(' diff_CU=%4.1e', single(norm(CircU-V,'fro'))); 

end 

if exist('uOrg','var'); 
fprintf(' snr=%4.1f',single(snr(real(ifft2(U))))); 

end 

fprintf(' I IPV-BI 1=%4.1e\n', single(norm(V(find(picks))-B))); 

if (relchg < relchg_tol); break; end 

% -----------------------------------------------------------
% ADM update 
% 

bx = bx + gamma*(Ux- Wx); 
by by+ gamma*(Uy- Wy); 
g = g + gamma*(V- CircU); 

end % outer 

U = ifft2(U); 

Out.iter = ii; 

end 

% -------------------- cast to real? 
if opts.real_sol; U = real(U); end 
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